
Taking the leap
The story how a brand evangelized 
a language that defines its identity
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The digital age is pushing brands to move out of their 
comfort zones and explore uncharted territory

From

Rehearsed rhetoricians

Thought-provoking conversationalists

To



This requires an understanding of the social and cultural 
developments of relevance to a brand and its audience, as well 

as an ability to respond to them in real time.

Shouldn’t a brand then, transcend its 
category and become part of our 

cultural fabric? 



At Dainik Jagran, we decided to walk this path.
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CHOOSE YOUR LANGUAGE

Our quest led us to the 
fundamental reason of 
our existence – our 
language itself.

Language, because it holds 
our culture and our 
collective memory.



Yet, in India, we have a stark linguistic divide – a 
society where hierarchies of language saturate 

everyday life

And sitting precariously on the fault lines of this 
linguistic divide, is our storytelling tradition.

Indeed, it’s our literature that keeps the written tradition alive

Our leap was to reshape the Hindi literary tradition



Our challenge, as a Hindi newspaper, was to strengthen Hindi (the 
language of 400 mn Indians), and hand it down to the next generation.

The best way, says linguist 
Devy, to conserve a 
language, is to create 
livelihood opportunities for 
its speakers

If a language goes 
unrecognized, and the 
community feels that it 
lacks market value, they 

collectively and 
unconsciously give up on it. 

Nobody 
keeps a 

language 
going just 
for pride. 



Reshaping the Hindi literary tradition was 
challenging because Hindi publishing industry is 

mired in secrecy

Publishers don’t 
rely on market 
data, falling back 
instead, on a 
network of 
informers

Any presentation on the 
Indian book market is a 
collection of qualitative 
descriptions, anecdotal 
observations, experts’ 
views, and whispered 
rumors

The industry’s many 
agencies function 
like rivals, rarely 
converging on 
issues.

Author 
management 

is neglected

Authors are 
unaware of the 
dynamics of book 
production and 
marketing. 

There is a schism 
between the Old 
and New Hindi 
writers.



In this backdrop, we launched our campaign

We are Hindi

Objectives

Expand the market 

for Hindi 

Position Dainik Jagran 

as a category thought 

leader



Bringing the idea to life through 10 initiatives

Launched Hindi 
Best Sellers

Launched “Conversation” 
series

Launched a Hindi 
Festival of Expressions

Launched a Hindi 
Fellowship Programme

Launched a Talk series in 
Hindi

Book Reviews in newspaper

Created a Book Launch 
platform

Created a Special Hindi 
Best Seller Book Rack

Launched a Hindi website 
for the programme

Created exclusive editorial 
content in the newspaper



Created India’s 1st ever Hindi Bestsellers list

Using Nielsen’s proprietary tools along with a custom 
research across 43 towns, we created the 1st ever BestSeller
List of Hindi books
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Published 24 Book Reviews in Dainik Jagran, and 
enhanced the reach of Hindi books
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Launched 8 Books across Publishers and created a 
marketing platform for Hindi Books
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Launched a “Conversation” series with authors.
8 such conversations conducted with an attendance 
of 1200 people
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Organized a festival of expressions
A 3-day Festival of Expressions (Jagran Samvadi) was organized. 
With 72 speakers, the event had an attendance of 3000 people. 
The sessions generated an audience of 1mn in 3 days on 
Facebook Live.
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Launched India’s 1st ever Hindi fellowship Programme
This was to promote original research in Hindi on socio-cultural, 
political and contemporary history. Over 700 candidates have 
registered online to participate.
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Launched a Talk Show series in Hindi
A talk show organized in Delhi, but used FB live to telecast it 
across to a larger audience
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Placed a Hindi BestSellers Book Rack at India’s premier 
bookstore in Delhi – this was another 1st for India
Hindi Books were always relegated to the back shelves. This 
attempt put the books out upfront, with a significant impact on 
their offtake.
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The Newspaper editorial played an anchor role in 
the entire programme, and amplified its reach. 
Created over 50 pages of content in Dainik Jagran - analysis, 
book reviews, reports and interviews of authors – taking the 
message of Hindi to our 56 mn readers
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A website www.jagranhindi.in
was created as the hub of the programme
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http://www.jagranhindi.in/


Campaign Impacts : Positive impact on Book Sales

Sales Impact : 
Post launch of the Hindi Bestsellers List, 
major publishers have claimed increase 
in book orders by 15-18% , and a leading 
bookstore in Delhi has claimed Hindi 
book sales have gone up by 3X



Campaign Impacts : Positioning us as thought leaders

Hindi Bestseller list – the new 
benchmark of excellence: 
Books on the Best Seller List are 
flaunting their new-found credentials 
and using rankings for their marketing.

Images taken from Social media posts of Publishers & authors



Campaign Impact : Earned respect for Dainik Jagran

Earned Media: 
The programme has earned PR worth 
INR 6.2 mn across several websites and 
newspapers. The programme has got 
over 150 mentions across media.



Highest Top 
of Mind 

Awareness

As per Brand Research, Dainik Jagran had :

Highest 
Brand 
Health 
Score

Highest 
Brand

Likeability  
Score

As per Brand Research, over comparable period last year, our scores 
improved on the following parameters :

“This 
newspaper is 
the market 

leader”. 
Score up by 
6% points

“This 
newspaper 
is serious”. 
Scores up 

by 3%

“This 
newspaper 
is Unique ”. 
Scores up 

by 5%

“I look 
forward to 
getting this 
newspaper”. 

Scores up 
by 9%

Campaign Impact : Winning for the brand



The Big Win

Dainik Jagran became the 1st

newspaper in India to breach the 
70 mn readership mark

As per the recently released Indian 
Readership Survey, Dainik Jagran was 

ranked the No.1 newspaper in India 
with a Readership of over 70 mn.

Source : Indian Readership Survey 2017

The readership of Dainik Jagran was greater than all the 
Top 10 English Newspapers combined


